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Quantum oscillations of ultrasound moving along a metallic film in a parallel magnetic field H are in
vestigated. It is shown that at field strengths H ~ He, for which the Larmor radius is of the order of or 
greater than the film thickness, characteristic features appear in the ultrasonic absorption in the films. 
Measurements of the period and amplitude of the quantum magneto-acoustic oscillations yield certain 
information on the electron energy structure of the metallic films. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

AT low temperatures, when the length of the electronic 
free path l is much greater than the acoustic wavelength 
j\-, the ultrasonic damping in the metal can be regarded 
as the direct absorption of phonons by the conduction 
electrons. The principal role in the absorption is played 
by electrons whose velocity v" in the direction of the 
acoustic wave vector K is equal to the sound speed s. [ll 

Quantization of the energy of the electron in the mag
netic field H {the Larmor radius rH < j\-) leads, as is 
well known, [ZJ to gigantic quantum oscillations of the 
sound absorption coefficient r in the bulk metal. The 
period of oscillation of r{H) {H 11 K) is determined by 
the cross-section areaS(~) of the Fermi surface inter
section with the plane PH = const, close to the extremal 
area Se(~), 

l'>(1 I H) = 2neli I cS(~). 

which allows us to obtain definite information on the 
electron energy spectrum of metals. 

{1) 

Additional information on the energy spectrum of the 
conduction electrons can be obtained in the study of films 
that are thin in comparison with the free path length of 
the electrons. In a magnetic field H ~He, when rH be
comes of the order of or greater than the film thickness 
L, the specific features of the energy spectrum of the 
electrons in the film appear essentially in the quantum 
oscillations of thermodynamic quantities. £31 In this re
gion of fields, as will be shown below, characteristic 
changes occur in the amplitude and period of the quan
tum oscillations of the acoustic absorption coefficient r 
in the film, in comparison with the bulk material. 

In weak magnetic fields H « He, quantum magneto
acoustic oscillations of a new type are possible in the 

electron takes place without change in the magneto-film 
quantum number n, which determines the energy levels 
En of the electrons in the film. 11 In the region of weak 
fields H «He, this condition is equivalent to the condi
tion L < ?c, while in strong fields, rH <?c. The scatter
ing of the conduction electrons by the surface of the same 
has been assumed to be close to specular. 21 

2. THE SOUND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT IN A FILM 

Following [1• 21 , we can write down the sound absorp
tion coefficient in the following form: 

r =-n_\'"' aF(e~-~) j(ajUja')j'6 ( ~,-e~ -w). 
Vpu,'s £....l a~ li 

{2) 
a,a.' 

Here Vis the volume of the sample, pu~s the energy flux 
density in the sound wave with frequency w, F the Fermi 
function, a the set of quantum numbers n, p, a, which 
determine the state of the electron in the film in a par
allel magnetic field, where n and a are respectively the 
magneto-film and spin quantum numbers, and p is the 
component of the quasimomentum along the film. The 
energy spectrum En(p) of the conduction electron is de
termined by the condition of quasiclassical quantiza
tion[31 

S(e, p) = 2neliH(n + v) I c, {3) 

(see Fig. 1), since in the given problem, the n » 1 are 
important. With account of spin splitting Ena = En(p) 
+ {-1)a1J.oH, where /J.o = eti/2msc, a= 1, 2. 

Recognizing that the Fermi wavelength of the electron 
i\- F << j\-, the diagonal matrix elements of the energy in
teraction operator of the electron with the sound wave 
propagating along the film can be written in the form 

films, essentially connected with the dimensional or size l<al VIa') I'= jA,;u,;j'll ••. o",.ll(p + lix- p'). {4) 
quantization of the energy of the conduction electron. The . 
magnetic field shifts the film energy levels without chang- Her~ Uij are the amplitude values of the deformatwn.ten-
ing the spacing ~E between them, £41 which also brings sor m the sound wave, and Aij the tensor calculated m 
about the oscillations of r{H) in the given range of fields. 

In the present research, the acoustic absorption quan
tum oscillations for sound propagating along the film are 
analyzed as functions of H and L for various orientations 
of H in the plane of the film. The study is carried out 
under the condition ~E > tiKVF (vF is the Fermi velocity 
of the electron), when the absorption of a phonon by an 

Dsound absorption in transitions of electrons between magnetic 
surface levels was considered in [ 5]. 

2> A similar problem was considered in [6] under the assumption of 
a parabolic approximation to the surface potential, neglecting in this 
situation the strong screening in metals, which brings about a sharp 
change in the surface potential near the boundary of the sample. 
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FIG. I 

Cll; averaging is carried out over the thickness of the 
film: 

L 

f=L-•J f(y)dy. 
0 

The elements of the operator U that are nondiagonal in 
nand a are unimportant in (2), since the spacing between 
the quantum levels is t.E > liKvF and consequently there 
are no transitions between levels. 

Substituting (4) in (2) and summing according to the 
Poisson formula, we obtain the following expression for 
the oscillating part r of the sound absorption coefficient: 

aF(e-~.) [ kc ]·( x as ) 
X a~. cos eHiiS(e,p)-2nky 6 as(a'eDP+w (5) 

where ~0 = ~ - (-l)a JJ.oH, and ~ is the chemical potential. 
In the general case, the quantity I AijUij 12 depends on 

p, but this dependence is smooth in comparison with the 
rapidly oscillating factor in (5). Further calculations 
are similar to the calculation of the oscillations of the 
thermodynamic quantities. UJ 

3. STRONG MAGNETIC FIELDS 

In the range of fields H >He = cDmax/eL, where 
Dmax is the maximal dimension of the intersection of 
the Fermi surface with the plane pz = const in the Pz 
direction (see Fig. 1), we get from (5) 

00 

r = ~ (1- !!:__) ,.!:!_. ,_, ~'I' ( k 2n'T ) cos ( kn .!!!::_) 
cos e H op,' ~- L'ien m 

k=I 

X cos [k cS,(~) - 2nky ], 
eHii 

(6) 

where w(x) = xjsinh x, t!J.EH = eHli/m*c is the spacing 
between the Landau levels, m* = (21Tr1 oS0 /o~, e the 
angle between K and H (0 :5 e < 1T/2). The quantity 

(6') 

is of the order of the sound absorption coefficient in the 
film for H = 0. 

All the quantities in (6) are taken for the value Pz 
= Pz0 , which satisfies the condition 

as I op,, + 2nm•s I cos e = o. (7) 

In the range of angles 1T/2 - e » s/v0 , where v0 is the 
velocity of the electron at a reference point of the Fermi 
surface in the H direction, the second component in (7) 

can be neglected so that S0(~) is identical with the area 
of the extremal cross section Se(~). For angles 1T/2 
- e i:!:. sjv 0 , the value of S0(~) can differ considerably 
from Se. Measurements of the period of oscillation 
!!.(1/H) = 21Teti/cS0(~) in this range of angles permits us 
to determine nonextremal cross sections of the Fermi 
surface. 

We obtain the following estimate for the oscillation 
amplitude A of the sound absorption coefficient from (6): 

l ( H,) r, L'ieii T L't£n 1-- ----, <{--
H cos e T 2n' 

A ~ H, r, 2n'T 2n'T 
1-- -- -- exp ---, 

( ll Lose ( L'teJ ( L'ieJ 

(8) 

In the range of angles e that is sufficiently close to 
1T/2, (0 :5 1T/2 - e < sjv0), Eq. (6) becomes inapplicable; 
in this case, we have for r (H 2':- He) 

- ~ v 2n!ic~ 1 (k 2n'T) f=f,- -- --'1' --
L eH 1k L'ierr 

11=1 

( m' ) [ cs.m n ] xcos kn- cos k---2nky--
m, eHii 4 

where 

~=2n'm's(R.,-' +R,,-•) IB'S,j 8p,'l-' 

is a number of the order of s/v0 , Rie is the radius of 
curvature of the extremal cross section of the Fermi 
surface at the i-th point, i = 1, 2 (see Fig. 1 ). 

The amplitude of the oscillations of (9) is equal to 

r,- ·-- -- «-

(9) 

A~ 
v, LH 2n'T 2n' { 

s v-'f..,ll, ( L'ieii )''• T L'ie8 . 

(10) 
, s vr:;fi; ( 2n'T) . ( _ 2n'l' ) 

[ 0 - --- -- exp -- , 
• V0 LH L'ien !len 

in order of magnitude. 

T ~!len 
2n' 

The presence of oscillations for e = 1T/2 is essentially 
a film effect. For the bulk material, as is well known, 
oscillations are absent in this case. The analysis in the 
range of fields H > He given above reveals an interest
ing dependence of the amplitude A of the quantum oscil
lations of the sound absorption coefficient on the angle e 
between Hand K, shown in Fig. 3: A(e) increases as 
1/cos e, while for 1T/2 - e ~ s/vo it falls off sharply. 

Near the critical field He, the amplitude of oscilla
tions described by Eq. (6) (11/2 - e > sjv0 ) decreases 
appreciably and in a narrow range of fields is equal to 

for low and high temperatures, respectively. 
With decrease in the field H < He, the amplitude of 

the oscillations of r increases. In the given range of 
fields, the oscillations depend weakly on the angle e. 
For Hc/H- 1 » (*-F/L)112 and 0:5 e :511/2, the oscil
lating part of the sound absorption coefficient is deter
mined by the values of the averaged area S~ that are 
extremal over Px and Pz (see Fig. 1): 
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( k 8$,L) [k cS,L(~,H) 
xcos -~- cos 

2m, a~ ei!H 
it] 2nky- 4 , (12) 

where 

PK is the projection of the quasimomentum on the K di
rection, ~EL the spacing between neighboring magneto
film levels, determined by Eq. {3). The amplitude of the 
oscillations of {12) is v0 /s times the estimate {10) ob
tained for A in the case H = He and 9 = 1T /2. 

Tn the given range of fields, the period of ~(1/H) of 
the oscillations of the sound absorption coefficient r{H) 
depends on the magnetic field H and the thickness of the 
film L, as also in the case of oscillations of thermody
namic quantities. csJ 

4. WEAK MAGNETIC FIELDS 

Tn the region of weak magnetic fields H «He, under 
conditions of the quantum size effect, the oscillations of 
the sound absorption coefficient, as also the oscillations 
of thermodynamic quantities, c41 develop as a result of 
the displacement of the size-quantum energy levels of 
the electron in the film with the magnetic field. For r 
in this case, we obtain 

-; r, ( 1 1 )'1/ 2nl! 1 . 1-'k I:~ 1 (k 2n'T) I=- --+-- y-- 1, -'l' --
nm'' lv,,l lv,2 1 L {k t>eL 

h=i 

[ kL( b (eHL )') :n:] . cos h d.(~)- 24 -c- ± 4 ' {13) 

where 

1 v} )'''( 1 1 ) 2:n:li 
b = 1 +-;;J' R.+-R,. ' t>eL = Llod,.fo~l 

is the distance between the size-quantized energy levels 
of the electron. Here Vx and vy are the projections of the 
velocity of the electron at the points of intersection of the 
Fermi surface with the extremal chord de{l:) which is 
perpendicular to the film; R1 and R2 are the radii of cur-

A/IO 
Ll;: 
Tf -------------

FIG. 2. Dependence of the am
plitude of quantum magneto-acous
tic oscillations on the magnetic 
field H. 

FIG. 3. Dependence of the ampli
tude of quantum magneto-acoustic 
oscillations on the angle 0 between 
the magnetic field H and the direc
tion of propagation of the sound 
wave " for H > He· 

:&)it 
v0 (LAe ~---'-.....J;.--J'----

11 1-1 I 
I Z I 

--!Zsjv,t--

vature of the Fermi surface at these points in the plane 
perpendicular to H: 

j = J(y, + y, cos 2(<p- <p0 ) + y, sin 2(<p- <po) ). {14) 

The values of J and 'Yi are of the order IJI ~ (1't-F /l:i)2 

and In I ~ 1't-F/l'i, and are expressed in terms of the prin
cipal radii of curvature of the Fermi surface in the for
mulas given in c41 ; the angle cp determines the direction 
of propagation of the sound wave in the plane of the film. 
The plus sign in the argument of the cosine is taken for 
j < 0, the minus for j > 0. 

It follows from (13) that the sound absorption coeffi
cient oscillates upon variation of the magnetic field, with 
period 

I'>(H') = 48nltc2 / e'L'b. (15) 

Moreover, oscillations of r with change in the film thick
ness are also possible. The period of the quantum size 
oscillations r{L) is equal to 

I'>(L) =2nli/d,(O. {16) 

Tn the case of J < 0 (according to c41 , this corresponds 
to logarithmic singularities of the density of electron 
states), the quantity j changes sign for certain values of 
the angle cp, which leads to a jumpwise change in the 
phase of the oscillations in the change of the direction 
of propagation of the sound wave. Thus, if J < 0, then 
the quantity ar;acp has a o-like singularity. 

Tn the region of not too low temperatures (21T 2T 
» ~EL), only the fundamental {k = 1) is left in the sum 
{13), with amplitude of the order of 

lf"-F(2:n:'T) ( 2n'T) A~r,y- -- cxp ---. 
L L\eL i'>eL 

{17) 

For sufficiently low temperatures (21T 2T << ~EL) we 
have 

(17') 

i.e., the amplitude of oscillations can become equal to 
the value of the smooth part as T - 0. But in this range 
of temperatures, the broadening of the energy levels, 
due to scattering of the conduction electrons by impuri
ties and by the surface of the film, becomes very signif
icant, which can -be taken into account by the introduction 
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of the Dingle factor. C8l Then, for T = 0, we have 

Y l!.,. ( n•tt ) ~¥. A-r, - --
L To~eL ' 

(18) 

assuming ti/T0 « t.e:L, where T 0 is the time of free flight 
of the conduction electrons. 

A similar estimate of the amplitude of oscillations in 
the region of strong magnetic fields as T - 0 can be ob~ 
tained by the substitution T- ti/2T0 in Eqs. (8), (10), (11). 

5. CONCLUSION 

It follows from the analysis given above that in the 
range of fields H ~He (for films of thickness L ~ 10-3-

10...,. em, He ~ 104-105 Oe), the sound absorption in the 
films possesses a number of characteristic features. 
Changes in the period with amplitude of the quantum 
magneto-acoustic oscillations for different orientations 
of the magnetic field H and direction of propagation of 
the sound wave allow us to determine the area (S(1:)) and 
dimensions (Dmax(1:)) of both extremal and nonextremal 
cross sections of the Fermi surface, the cyclotron mass 
(m* = (2rrr1 ClS/1l1:) and also the value of the velocity of 
the electron (v 0 ) at the reference points of the Fermi 
surface. In weak magnetic fields H «He, the value of 
the radii of curvature of the Fermi surface can be found 
from experimental investigations of the oscillations of 
r, at the points of the intersection of the surface with 
the extremal chord and the separation t. EL between the 
film levels. 

For observation of the indicated effects, specular 
scattering is required for the surface of the film for 
those electrons which are responsible for the oscilla-

tions of r. In fields H ~ He, these are grazing electrons, 
for which the specular condition is effectively satisfied 
for many metals. In the case H <<He, these are elec
trons which collide with the surface of the film at large 
angles, so that the oscillations of r(H) in a weak mag
netic field should evidently be expected only in semi
metals. 

In conclusion, we express our deep gratitude to V. G. 
Peschanskil' for interest in the research and for valued 
discussions. 
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